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History review

Warren Weaver on translation as 
code breaking (1947):

When I look at an article in 
Russian, I say: ”This is really
written in English, but it has
been coded in some strange
symbols.
I will now proceed to decode”.







Words are ambiguous

He deposited money in a bank account with a high interest rate.

Sitting on the bank of the Mississippi, a passing ship piqued his interest.

•How do we find the right meaning, and thus translation?

•Context should be helpful



What is the best translation?

Sicherheit → security 14,516
Sicherheit → safety 10,015
Sicherheit → certainty 334



What is the best translation?

Sicherheit → security 14,516
Sicherheit → safety 10,015
Sicherheit → certainty 334
Phrasal rules
Sicherheitspolitik → security policy 1580
Sicherheitspolitik → safety policy 13
Sicherheitspolitik → certainty policy 0
Lebensmittelsicherheit → food security 51
Lebensmittelsicherheit → food safety 1084 
Lebensmittelsicherheit → food certainty 0



Language Model 
a very important task!

• Goal: Given the past words, predict the next word

• p(wi|w1,...,wi−1) ' p(wi|wi−4,wi−3,wi−2,wi−1)



Representing Words

•Words are represented with a one-hot vector, e.g.,
–dog = (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,....)
–cat = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,....)
–eat = (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,....)

•To model |V | words, one-hot vector is length |V |

•We would like to map words to smaller-dimension word embeddings first



Feedforward 
Neural Language Model

•Map each word first into a lower-dimensional real-valued space
•Shared weight matrix C



Word Embeddings

• By-product: embedding of word into continuous space

• Similar contexts → similar embedding



Word Embeddings



Word Embeddings



Word Embeddings

• Morphosyntactic regularities (Mikolov et al., 2013)
– adjectives base form vs. comparative, e.g., good, better
– nouns singular vs. plural, e.g., year, years
– verbs present tense vs. past tense, e.g., see, saw

• Semantic regularities



Recurrent Neural Networks

• Start: predict second word from first 

• Mystery layer with nodes all with value 1



Recurrent Neural Networks



Training

• Process first training example 

• Update weights with back-propagation



Training

• Process second training example 

• Update weights with back-propagation 

• And so on... 

• But: no feedback to previous history 



Back-Propagation Through Time

• After processing a few training examples, update through the 
unfolded recurrent neural network



• Carry out back-propagation though time (BPTT) after each 
training example 

– 5 time steps seems to be sufficient 

– network learns to store information for more than 5 time
steps



Vanishing Gradients

• Error is propagated to previous steps 

• Updates consider 

– prediction at that time step 

– impact on future time steps 

• Vanishing gradient: propagated error disappears 



Recent vs. Early History

• Hidden layer plays double duty 

– memory of the network 

– continuous space representation used to predict output 
words 

• Sometimes only recent context important 
After much economic progress over the years, the country → has 

• Sometimes much earlier context important 
The country which has made much economic progress over the years still → has



Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

• Design quite elaborate, although not very complicated to use

• Basic building block: LSTM cell

– similar to a node in a hidden layer

– but: has a explicit memory state

• Output and memory state change depends on gates

– input gate: how much new input changes memory state

– forget gate: how much of prior memory state is retained

– output gate: how strongly memory state is passed on to
next layer.

• Gates can be not just be open (1) and closed (0), but slightly
ajar (e.g., 0.2)



LSTM Cell



LSTM Cell



Values for gates



Training

• LSTM are trained the same way as recurrent neural networks 

• Back-propagation through time 

• This looks all very complex, but: 

– all the operations are still based on 

• matrix multiplications 

• differentiable activation functions 

– we can compute gradients for objective function with 
respect to all parameters 

– we can compute update functions



What is the Point?



Visualizing Individual Cells



Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 



GRU (Math)



Recurrent Neural Language Model 
(Again)









Recurrent Neural Translation
Model

• We predicted the words of a sentence 

• Why not also predict their translations?



Encoder-Decoder Model



What is missing?

• Alignment of input words to output words 

• ⇒ Solution: attention mechanism



Input Encoding



Hidden Language Model States



Input encoder



Encoder Math



Decoder



Decoder



Decoder



More details



Attention



Attention



Attention



Attention



Encoder-decoder with attention



Computations



Computation Graph



Batching

• Already large degree of parallelism

– most computations on vectors, matrices

– efficient implementations for CPU and GPU 

• Further parallelism by batching

– processing several sentence pairs at once

– scalar operation → vector operation

– vector operation → matrix operation

– matrix operation → 3d tensor operation

• Typical batch sizes 50–100 sentence pairs



Batches



Mini-batches



Overall Organization of Training

• Shuffle corpus 

• Break into maxi-batches 

• Break up each maxi-batch into mini-batches 

• Process mini-batch, update parameters 

• Once done, repeat 

• Typically 5-15 epochs needed (passes through entire training 
corpus) 



Zipf’s Law: Many Rare Words



Many Problems

• • Sparse data 

– words that occur once or twice have unreliable statistics

• Computation cost 

– input word embedding matrix: |V | × 1000 

– outout word prediction matrix: 1000 × |V |



Some Causes for Large 
Vocabularies



Byte Pair Encoding



Many variants to the standard 
Encoder-Decoder

• Ensembles 

• Coverage and Alignment 

• Linguistic Annotation 

• Alternative architectures (beyond recurrent architectures)



Beyond Recurrent Neural Networks

• We presented the currently dominant model 

– recurrent neural networks for encoder and decoder 

– attention 

Next: steps:

• Convolutional neural networks 

• Self attention
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